ABSTRACT
The pu中ose of this thesis was to develop a best practice pocket guide to prevent prima可
cesarean sections.

Cesarean section accounts for one-third of deliveries in the United States

(Branch & Silver， 2012). Cesarean section rates have skyrocketed from 20.7% in 1996 to 32.8%
in 2012 (Osterman & Martin， 2014). The major driver for the increased 闊的is the rise in primary
cesarean sections， which accounts for 60% of the increase (Osterman & Martin， 2012). Compared
to vaginal delivery， cesarean delivery is associated with increased matemal and neonatal morbidity
(Chapman & Durham， 2010). Although in certain cases cesarean delivery is best for the mother
and the fetus， in low-risk pregnancies， cesarean section may pose greater risks compared to vaginal
delivery， especially in relation to future pregnancies (Caughey， Cahill， Guise， & Rouse， 2014�
Berghella， 2014). The most effective method to reduce overall morbidity is the prevention of the
first cesarean (Caughey et al.， 2014). Implementing an evidence-based pocket guide for nurses
and certified childbirth educators will provide them with best practice recommendations in order
to prevent prima可cesarean sections.

The pocket guide can also be utilized by providers in

educating mothers regarding cesarean sections， to aid them in making informed decisions.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis was to develop a best practice pocket guide to prevent primary
cesarean sections. Cesarean section accounts for one-third of deliveries in the United States
(Branch & Silver, 2012). Cesarean section rates have skyrocketed from 20.7% in 1996 to 32.8%
in 2012 (Osterman & Martin, 2014). The major driver for the increased rates is the rise in
primary cesarean sections, which accounts for 60% of the increase (Osterman & Martin, 2012).
Compared to vaginal delivery, cesarean delivery is associated with increased maternal and
neonatal morbidity (Chapman & Durham, 2010). Although in certain cases cesarean delivery is
best for the mother and the fetus, in low-risk pregnancies, cesarean section may pose greater
risks compared to vaginal delivery, especially in relation to future pregnancies (Caughey, Cahill,
Guise, & Rouse, 2014; Berghella, 2014). The most effective method to reduce overall morbidity
is the prevention of the first cesarean (Caughey et al., 2014). Implementing an evidence-based
pocket guide for nurses and certified childbirth educators will provide them with best practice
recommendations in order to prevent primary cesarean sections. The pocket guide can also be
utilized by providers in educating mothers regarding cesarean sections, to aid them in making
informed decisions.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Statement of Purpose
This thesis aims to propose best practice recommendations for nursing education for
nurses, certified childbirth educators, and expectant mothers regarding prevention of primary
cesarean sections. The best practice recommendations will be based on evidence-based research
articles in accordance with the recommendations from the American College of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists (ACOG) regarding the prevention of primary cesarean sections. Information
pertaining to the historical background and common modifiable indications for cesarean sections
will be discussed, as well as its relevance to nursing. After detailing information about cesarean
sections and its relevance to nursing, recommendations for best practice will be outlined with the
goal of potentially reducing the rate of primary cesarean sections through nursing education and
practice. Education regarding the common modifiable indications of cesarean sections and its
corresponding alternatives will hopefully encourage nurses to practice in such a way that primary
cesarean sections may be avoided, and pregnant women at risk for a primary cesarean can make
informed decisions.
Historical Background of Cesarean Sections
The rise in the rate of cesarean births has stirred much concern and discussion during the
past couple of years. Cesarean section is a surgical method of childbirth wherein an incision is
made in the woman’s abdominal wall and uterus to deliver the fetus (Chapman & Durham,
2010). The procedure has been used since ancient times in both Western and non-Western
cultures and has become a part of human culture since then. Cesarean is commonly thought to
have originated from the surgical birth of Julius Caesar and was only performed if the mother
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was dead or dying, with the intention of saving the baby (Sewell, 1998). However, with the
advances in surgery and anesthesia, there has been great improvement in the safety and
experience of cesarean sections. A surgical procedure that in the past always ended in a dead
woman and possibly a dead fetus, now almost always culminates in a living mother and baby
(Sewell, 1998).
In order of prevalence, the most common indications for primary cesarean delivery are
labor dystocia, abnormal or indeterminate fetal heart rate tracing, fetal malpresentation, multiple
gestation, and probable fetal macrosomia (Caughey et al., 2014). Although there are multiple
indications for cesarean delivery, some of these are preventable and can be modified in order to
lower the cesarean rate. Dystocia, defined as difficult labor, includes failure to progress or
cephalopelvic disproportion and accounts for 40%-50% of primary cesarean deliveries. It is not
an absolute indication for cesarean delivery due to subjectivity and the scarce amount of data to
support a minimum threshold for labor progress (Tita, 2012). Based on recent evidence, labor
may actually progress slower in comparison to what was believed in the past, and numerous
women might require more time to labor and deliver vaginally instead of performing a cesarean
delivery (Caughey, 2014). Twin births comprise 3.3% of all live births in the United States and
the majority are born by cesarean delivery, as evidenced by a rate that rose from 53% in 1995 to
75% in 2008 (Fox et al., 2014). Multiple gestation is an objective diagnosis but is not an
ultimate indication for cesarean section and a vaginal delivery can be attempted (Tita, 2012).
The only absolute indications for cesarean delivery are complete placenta previa, vasa previa,
and cord prolapse (Spong, Berghella, Wenstrom, Mercer, & Saade, 2012).
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Significance of the Problem
Cesarean section is the most common major surgery performed in the United States and
accounts for more than one million surgeries annually (Spong et al., 2012). Cesarean section
accounts for one-third of deliveries in the United States (Branch & Silver, 2012). Rates of the
procedure have increased steadily worldwide despite recommendations from the World Health
Organization (WHO) to keep it below 15% (Adageba, Danso, Adusu-Donkor, & AnkobeaKokroe, 2008). Cesarean sections accounted for 32.9% of the total births in 2009, compared to a
rate of 20.7% in 1996, and only 2% between 1970 and 1987 (Osterman & Martin, 2014; Sewell,
1998). This represents a 60% increase in cesarean delivery births from 1996 to 2009. Based on
statistics obtained in 2012, the most current cesarean section rate is 32.8% (Osterman & Martin,
2014). Although in certain cases cesarean birth can be lifesaving for the mother and the fetus,
the rapid increase in rates from 1996-2011 without definite proof in the reduction of maternal
and neonatal morbidity poses concern that it is overused (Caughey et al., 2014). The risks and
benefits need to be balanced by physicians, and in some cases, the best mode of delivery would
be to perform a cesarean section. However, for low-risk pregnancies, cesarean delivery may
create greater risks compared to vaginal delivery, especially in relation to future pregnancies
(Berghella, 2014). In low-risk pregnancies, cesarean section can even increase the risk for
maternal morbidity and mortality compared to vaginal delivery (Caughey et al., 2014). In
singleton pregnancies, the likelihood for numerous adverse outcomes for the mother and baby
increases with each subsequent caesarean delivery (Wenckus, Gao, Kominiarek, &Wilkins,
2014).
Approximately 60% of cesarean deliveries are primary cesareans, which is defined as a
first cesarean delivery despite parity (Osterman & Martin, 2014). The primary cesarean rate in
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the United States was only 14.5% in 1996 and rose to 23.4% in 2007 (Boyle et al., 2013).
Primary cesarean section accounted for 50% of the total increase from 2003 to 2009 and has
become a major driver in the rise in total cesarean deliveries (Barber et al., 2011). There are
multiple contributing factors to the high cesarean birth rates in the United States and some of
which are modifiable (Simpson, 2013). Compared to vaginal delivery, cesarean delivery is
linked to short-and long-term consequences, including surgical complications, infant admission
to the neonatal intensive care unit, and higher costs (Osterman & Martin, 2014). In addition,
cesarean delivery is also associated with increased length of hospitalization, longer physical
recovery period, increased pain, increased negative emotional reaction to the childbirth process,
higher risk for postpartum infection, hemorrhage, and thromboembolic disease (Chapman &
Durham, 2010). Considering the risks associated with primary cesarean and its effects on
subsequent pregnancies, the most effective method to reduce overall morbidity is the prevention
of the first cesarean (Caughey et al., 2014). In fact, one of the goals of Healthy People 2020 is to
reduce the cesarean delivery rate among low-risk women to 10% (Little, Edlow, Thomas, Smith,
2012).
More than 90% of women who undergo a primary cesarean will have a repeat cesarean in
subsequent pregnancies. Following the primary cesarean, a woman has around a 10%
probability of delivering vaginally for succeeding births (Osterman & Martin, 2014). On
average, 67% of American women will experience at least two deliveries and approximately
15% will have four or more subsequent pregnancies (Miller, Hahn, & Grobman, 2013).
Cesarean sections pose critical implications in future gestations. In a study by Osterman and
Martin (2014), the cesarean rate in 1996 was 20.7% and 32.9% in 2009, showing a 60% increase.
Following a primary cesarean section, the repeat cesarean rate was 6.7% in 1996 and 14.8% in
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2009. In contrast to this increase, the rate of vaginal birth after cesarean (VBAC) decreased from
43.9% to 7.8% (Barber et al., 2011). Whenever a first cesarean is planned, the patient should be
counseled and made aware of the short and long term consequences of the surgery and its
implications on future reproductive health (Spong et al., 2012). Candidates for a primary
cesarean section should be educated regarding the procedure and the possible alternatives
available to them. This way, they can make informed decisions that reflect their best interest and
that of their baby. As a problem that requires a collaborative approach, health care workers must
also utilize different alternatives to help reduce the rate of cesarean sections.
Definition of Terms
Various obstetric terminology used in this thesis need to be defined in order to gain a
better understanding of primary cesarean sections. Understanding the following terms is relevant
in creating an educational pocket guide regarding the prevention of primary cesarean sections
(see Table 1).
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Table 1
Obstetric terms associated with cesarean sections
Term

Definition

References

Amnioinfusion

A therapeutic measure to relieve repetitive
variable fetal heart rate decelerations by
infusing saline or Lactated Ringers into the
uterine cavity by means of a transcervical
catheter or transabdominally through a spinal
needle.

(Hofmeyr & Lawrie, 2012)

Breech

A fetal presentation wherein the fetus
presents buttocks first.

(Hofmeyr & Kulier, 2012)

Cesarean Section

A surgical method of childbirth wherein an
incision is made in the woman’s abdominal
wall and uterus to deliver the fetus.

(Chapman & Durham,
2010)

Elective Cesarean

Scheduled cesarean section performed
without medical indications or known
maternal or neonatal risk that warrants early
intervention.

(Hoffmire, Chess, Saad, &
Glantz, 2011)

External Cephalic
Version

A procedure of manipulating the fetus who
presents breech to a head-down position.

(Hofmeyr & Kulier, 2012)

Labor Dystocia

Dysfunctional labor or difficult childbirth
process.

(Chapman & Durham,
2010)

Labor Induction

A procedure used to stimulate uterine
contractions before the onset of spontaneous
labor.

(Buchanan, Patterson,
Roberts, Morris, and Ford,
2012)

Macrosomia

Fetal weight of approximately greater than
4000 or 4500 grams.

(Tita, 2012)

Malpresentation

Any presentation other than a vertex or head- (Chapman & Durham,
first presentation.
2010)

Multiple Gestation

A pregnancy wherein there is more than one
fetus.

(Chapman & Durham,
2010)

Oxytocin

The most common medication used for labor
induction or augmentation.

(Buchanan et al., 2012)
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Summary
The purpose of this thesis was to create best practice recommendations for nursing
education based on relevant information surrounding primary cesarean sections and how it can
be prevented. The cesarean delivery rate has dramatically increased over the years without
evidence of improvement in maternal and neonatal outcomes. Expectant mothers are often not
provided with education about the adverse outcomes associated with cesarean delivery,
especially if performed in low-risk pregnancies. It is important for nurses to be aware of
practices and alternatives that can help prevent unnecessary cesarean sections. An educational
pocket guide outlining current, evidence-based recommendations on how to prevent cesarean
sections can be a useful tool in educating nurses. As patient advocates, nurses are in the best
position to educate expectant mothers regarding cesarean sections, so they may be able to make
informed decisions pertaining to their health care.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
The articles in this review of literature include the different obstetric practices that can
potentially lead to cesarean delivery. Also reviewed are the common modifiable indications
associated with cesarean sections, along with corresponding recommendations and alternative
approaches that can be employed to prevent cesarean delivery. The different search engines used
to find these articles include PubMed, CINAHL, Google Scholar, and Cochrane Library. The
keyword “cesarean section” with subheadings “indications,” “practices,” “management,”
“outcomes,” ”interventions,” “education,” and “prevention” were utilized to make the search
specific in finding the relevant articles. There are 28 articles reviewed, which were published
from 2005 to 2014. The articles include 1 systematic review, 10 randomized control trials, 2
prospective studies, 5 retrospective studies, 9 retrospective cohort studies, and 1 decision
analytic model. The evidence from these articles will be applied to the proposed best practice
recommendations for nursing education for health care providers and expectant mothers at risk
for a primary cesarean section.
Obstetric Practices Leading to Cesarean Delivery
Obstetric practices such as labor inductions and elective deliveries are not without risk,
especially when performed in low-risk pregnancies. Expectant mothers are not often educated
about the risks associated with these procedures during the antepartum period, which can cause
them to make uninformed decisions regarding their mode of birth. There are seven evidencebased articles in this section that discuss maternal and neonatal outcomes of obstetric practices
that can precipitate a cesarean section. These outcomes should be considered by providers when
discussing delivery options with expectant mothers.
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Labor Inductions
Wilson, Effken, and Butler (2010) conducted a study utilizing a cross-sectional
retrospective descriptive design of secondary data to evaluate the likelihood of cesarean sections
after labor is induced. The study was conducted in 2005 in hospitals and a single birth center in
Maricopa County, Arizona (Wilson et al., 2010). The sample consisted of 62,816 pregnant
women wherein 37.3% were primiparous and 62.7% were multiparous (Wilson et al., 2010).
The results of the study showed that labor inductions increased women’s risk of cesarean section
by 52% for primiparous and 33% in multiparous women (Wilson et al., 2010).
Wolfe, Timofeev, Tefera, Desale, and Driggers (2014) studied maternal and neonatal
outcomes in obese nulliparous women with an unfavorable cervix undergoing elective labor
induction compared with expectant management beyond 39 weeks. The study was a
retrospective cohort analysis conducted in MedStar Washington Hospital Center in Washington,
DC from 2007 to 2012 (Wolfe et al., 2014). The sample included 60 women who underwent
elective labor induction in comparison to 410 women undergoing expectant management after 39
weeks (Wolfe et al., 2014). The rate of cesarean delivery among women who underwent elective
induction was 40%, which is higher compared to 29% in those who underwent expectant
management after 39 weeks (Wolfe et al., 2014). The neonatal outcome of the study showed an
18.3% incidence of infant admission in the neonatal intensive care unit in women who had
elective inductions compared to 6.3% in women who had expectant management after 39 weeks
(Wolfe et al., 2014).
Grivell, Reilly, Oakey, Chan, and Dodd (2012) evaluated maternal and neonatal
outcomes associated with birth at term by week of gestational age and by onset of labor. The
design was a cohort study on a sample of 28,626 women with a singleton pregnancy, cephalic
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presentation, and 37 weeks of gestation or more (Grivell et al., 2012). The setting was in a statewide perinatal outcome database in South Australia from January 2006 to December 2007
(Grivell et al., 2012). Non-recognized inductions, also called elective inductions, are those
inductions performed in the absence of pregnancy complications (Grivell et al., 2012). Women
had greater chances of maternal complications and cesarean births following non-recognized
inductions (Grivell et al., 2012). Induction of labor for non-recognized indications also markedly
increased an infant’s chance of needing level 2 nursery care and neonatal complications
compared to spontaneous labor (Grivell et al., 2012).
The objective of the study by Hoffmire et al. (2011) was to estimate the elective delivery
rates between 36 and 38 weeks gestation, and compare the relationship between NICU
admissions and elective versus non-elective deliveries. Elective delivery before 39 weeks occurs
often in the United States despite American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
guidelines that it be scheduled after 39 weeks. Early term infants have a higher chance of
morbidity compared to infants born at or after 39 weeks (Hoffmire et al., 2011). The researchers
used a retrospective cohort study design. The sample consisted of 1,521 singleton births between
36 to 38 weeks gestation from January 1, 2006 to December 31, 2007, and took place in Strong
Memorial Hospital in New York (Hoffmire et al., 2011). The rate of cesarean sections for
elective deliveries was 58.7% or twice more than non-elective deliveries (Hoffmire et al., 2011).
Infants born from elective inductions had a 46% increased risk of NICU admission compared to
non-elective deliveries (Hoffmire et al., 2011).
Buchanan et al. (2012) conducted a study to determine the trends in the use of oxytocin at
a certain population level and to assess maternal and neonatal morbidities associated with
oxytocin use. The design used was a population-based study (Buchanan et al., 2012). The
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sample included 322, 640 nulliparous women in New South Wales attempting labor with a
singleton, cephalic presenting fetus at term (37-41 weeks gestation) between 1998 and 2008
(Buchanan et al., 2012). The increased incidence of labor induction from 17.6% in 1998 to
26.2% in 2008 caused the overall use of oxytocin among the sample to increase from 10, 291
(36.5%) of births in 1998 to 14, 440 (45.4%) of births in 2008 (Buchanan et al., 2012). Cesarean
delivery was more common among women receiving oxytocin (29.4% vs. 14.2%) (Buchanan et
al., 2012). For neonatal outcomes, 2223 (3.6%) of newborns suffered severe morbidity (4.3%
among those exposed to oxytocin vs 3.0% among those not exposed) (Buchanan et al., 2012).
Fisch, English, Pedaline, Brooks, and Simhan (2009) examined the effects of education
among medical staff and a new process for scheduling inductions on reducing inappropriate
inductions. They conducted a retrospective study at the Magee-Women’s Hospital of the
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center for two 3-month periods in 2004 and 2005, and a 13month period from 2006 to 2007. The outcomes of the study included elective inductions before
39 weeks, cesarean birth rates for elective induction among nulliparas, and the overall induction
rate (Fisch et al., 2009). The researchers compared the outcomes on a study sample which
included 533 women from June to August 2004, 454 women during the study period of June to
August 2005, and 1,806 women from November 2006 to December 2007. The guidelines used
by the institution were based on the standards of the American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists, which required mothers to complete 39 weeks of gestation, and to have a Bishop
score of at least 8 for nulliparas and at least 6 for multiparas (Fisch et al., 2009). Elective
inductions performed on women that do not meet criteria can result in increased risk for
infection, premature delivery, neonatal admission to the NICU, longer labor, and the need for
cesarean delivery, especially in nulliparas with an unripe cervix. By adopting the new standards
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for induction, the overall induction rate from 2004-2007 decreased from 24.9% to 16.6% (Fisch
et al., 2009). In addition, elective induction rates dropped from 9.1% to 6.4%, the rate of
induction before 39 weeks decreased from 11.8% to 4.3%, and the cesarean delivery rate among
nulliparas undergoing elective induction dropped from 34.5% to 13.8% (Fisch et al., 2009).
Elective Cesareans
A cohort study by Tita et al. (2009) assessed the association between elective cesarean
delivery at term (37 weeks of gestation or longer) but before 39 weeks of gestation and neonatal
outcomes. Elective cesarean delivery is discouraged before 39 weeks due to respiratory
complications from immature fetal lungs. The sample consisted of 13,258 women from the
registry of the Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development Maternal–Fetal Medicine Units Network in the United States from 1999 to 2002
(Tita et al., 2009). Among the sample, 35.8% of women underwent elective delivery before 39
completed weeks of gestation, and 49.1% at 39 gestational weeks (Tita et al., 2009). The results
of the study revealed elective cesarean before 39 weeks was linked to a significantly increased
risk of adverse neonatal outcomes, such as respiratory complications, mechanical ventilation,
newborn sepsis, hypoglycemia, admission to the neonatal ICU, and hospitalization for 5 days or
more (Tita et al., 2009).
Bodner, Wierrani, Grünberger, and Bodner-Adler (2010) compared the impact of elective
cesarean and vaginal delivery to maternal morbidity. The researchers compared 178 low-risk
women with a singleton, cephalic presenting fetus at over 37 weeks of gestation who had elective
cesarean to women in spontaneous labor. The study was conducted from November 2005 to
January 2009 at the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology of the Hospital Rudolfstiftung in
Vienna, Austria (Bodner et al., 2010). The women who had a vaginal delivery had a 1.1%
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incidence of wound infection, 7.9% puerperal febrile morbidity, and 5.6% blood loss greater than
500 ml. The women with elective cesarean delivery had a 9% incidence of wound infections,
25.8% puerperal febrile morbidity, and 12.4% blood loss of greater than 500 ml, which is more
than twice the amount compared to vaginal delivery (Bodner et al., 2010). The women with
elective cesarean also had an increased need for iron supplementation, analgesics, and
antibiotics, had a longer hospital admission, and more breastfeeding problems (Bodner et al.,
2010). This study shows that in low risk pregnancies, elective cesarean delivery leads to higher
morbidity compared to vaginal delivery.
The objective of the study by Miller et al. (2013) was to approximate the overall risks of
morbidity associated with primary elective cesarean delivery. They used a decision analytic
model to compare maternal and neonatal morbidity associated with trial of labor and elective
cesarean delivery among nulliparous women. The model evaluated five maternal obstetric
complications including transfusion, operative injury to the bowel or bladder, hysterectomy, deep
vein thrombosis, and death (Miller et al., 2013). The neonatal outcomes evaluated were cerebral
palsy and permanent brachial plexus palsy. Women who had a primary elective cesarean had a
0.3% increase in incidence of maternal morbidity (Miller et al., 2013). In subsequent
pregnancies, women who had a primary elective cesarean delivery had increasing risk of
maternal morbidity; by the time of a woman’s fourth pregnancy, her cumulative chance of
morbidity increased to nearly 10%, as opposed to a 3.5% chance if she underwent a trial of labor
(Miller et al., 2013). This risk is due to operative complications and the consequences of
placentation disorders in subsequent pregnancies. For neonatal outcomes, there was less risk of
cerebral palsy and brachial plexus injury in those who had an elective cesarean delivery (Miller
et al., 2013). However, in subsequent pregnancies, the cumulative risk for neonatal morbidity
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increases for those who underwent a primary elective cesarean delivery. Thus, the marginal
benefit for elective cesarean delivery in the first pregnancy is outweighed by the time of the
fourth pregnancy (Miller et al., 2013).
Common Modifiable Indications for Cesarean Sections
The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists highlighted the five most
common modifiable indications for cesarean sections. In pregnancies faced with labor dystocia,
abnormal or indeterminate fetal heart rate tracing, fetal malpresentation, multiple gestation, or
suspected macrosomia, employing alternative approaches can help prevent cesarean section.
This section includes 14 evidence-based articles that cover the different modifiable indications
for cesarean sections and associated recommendations and alternative approaches that have been
proven to be successful. These should be taken into consideration when expectant mothers are at
risk for a primary cesarean section due to the aforementioned indications.
Labor Dystocia
Zhang et al. (2010) studied the patterns of labor in a large, modern obstetric population in
the United States. The researchers obtained data from the Consortium on Safe Labor, which is a
multicenter retrospective observational study in 19 U.S. hospitals from 2002 to 2008 The sample
included 62,415 women who had a singleton term gestation, spontaneous labor onset, cephalic
presentation, vaginal delivery, and normal perinatal outcome (Zhang et al., 2010). The study
results showed that labor dilation may take over 6 hours to progress from 4 to 5 cm, and over 3
hours to progress from 5 to 6 cm. Both nulliparas and multiparas progressed at a similar rate
before 6 cm, but multiparas progressed faster after 6 cm (Zhang et al., 2010).
Another study by Zhang et al. (2010) examined the patterns of labor in a large population
to identify a different approach in diagnosing abnormal progression. The sample consisted of
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26,838 women with a singleton term gestation, spontaneous labor onset, cephalic presentation,
and normal perinatal outcome from the National Collaborative Perinatal Project from 1959 to
1965. Nulliparas had the longest and slowest progressing labor curve and multiparas had a
similar curve (Zhang et al., 2010). Multiparas may not start the active phase at 5 cm dilation and
may even occur later for nulliparas. The division between latent and active phases was more
profound in multiparas than nulliparas (Zhang et al., 2010). As labor advanced, the median time
to dilate from one centimeter to the next became shorter; from 1.2 hours at 3 to 4 cm to 0.4 hours
at 7 to 8 cm in nulliparas. In nulliparas, before 6 cm dilation, labor may be slow but can still lead
to a vaginal delivery with normal perinatal outcome (Zhang et al., 2010).
A retrospective cohort study done by Boyle et al. (2013) aimed to determine the
indications for primary cesarean delivery and opportunities to lower the rates. The sample
consisted of 38,484 primary cesarean deliveries from 2002 to 2008 at sites participating in the
Consortium of Safe Labor, which included 12 clinical centers and 19 hospitals in the U.S. The
researchers examined the timing of delivery in correlation with the first and second stage of
labor. They also noted women who had cephalopelvic disproportion or failure to progress as the
indication for cesarean section, and recorded the dilation at the last documented cervical
examination (Boyle et al., 2013). For those who had arrest of descent, the researchers noted the
time between full dilation and birth of the neonate and any attempt for an operative vaginal
delivery. The results showed that among women who had a primary cesarean section due to
failure to progress, 42.6% of primiparous women and 33.5% of multiparous women did not
progress beyond 5 cm of dilation (Boyle et al., 2013). Among women who reached the second
stage of labor, 17.3% had a cesarean section for arrest of descent before 2 hours and only 1.1%
had a trial for instrumental vaginal delivery. Around 45.6% of all cesarean deliveries were done
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on primiparous women at term with a singleton fetus in vertex presentation (Boyle et al., 2013).
This study shows that standardizing 6 cm as the limit for active labor, providing ample time for
the second stage of labor, and encouraging instrumental vaginal delivery when suitable can be
strategies to lower the primary cesarean delivery rate (Boyle et al., 2013).
Lawrence, Lewis, Hofmeyr, Dowswell, and Styles (2009) determined the effects and
outcomes of various upright positions versus recumbent positions during the first stage of labor.
The study was a randomized and quasi-randomized trial using 21 studies from the Cochrane
Pregnancy and Childbirth Groups’ Trials Register in November 2008. The study participants
included 3706 women in the first stage of labor (Lewis et al., 2009). Recumbent positions
included semi recumbent, lateral, and supine position. The upright positions included sitting,
standing, walking, kneeling, squatting, and being on all fours (Lewis et al., 2009). The maternal
outcomes were length of first stage of labor, type of delivery, and maternal satisfaction. A
shorter length of labor is a relevant outcome because every contraction can be painful for women
(Lewis et al., 2009). Compared to recumbent positioning, women who assumed an upright
position during the first stage of labor had an hour shorter duration of the first stage of labor,
slightly lower cesarean delivery rates, and less likelihood to request epidural analgesia. There
was little information obtained for maternal satisfaction but upright positioning did not seem to
pose a negative effect on the wellbeing of the mothers and babies (Lewis et al., 2009).
Abnormal or Indeterminate Fetal Heart Rate Tracing
Jackson, Holmgren, Esplin, Henry, and Varner (2011) approximated the time spent
during labor and the last 2 hours prior to delivery in each fetal heart rate category. They
reviewed fetal heart rate data and newborn outcomes in 48,444 term, singleton pregnancies in 10
Intermountain Healthcare hospitals from March 1, 2007 to June 30, 2009. The researchers used
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the updated categories from the consensus made in the Eunice Kennedy Shriver National
Institute of Child Health and Human Development in collaboration with ACOG and the Society
for Maternal-Fetal Medicine (Jackson et al., 2011). Category I fetal heart rate patterns are
normal and predictive of a normal acid-base status in the fetus. Category II patterns and
considered indeterminate, and Category III patterns are abnormal and the most predictive of
anomalous acid-base balance in the fetus (Jackson et al., 2011). The results showed 99.5%
category I patterns, 84.1% category II patterns, 0.1% category III patterns, and 83.6% with a mix
of categories. The last 2 hours of monitoring revealed 60.9% category I patterns, 39.1%
category II patterns, and 0.0006% category III patterns (Jackson et al., 2011). The study shows
that category I and II fetal heart rate patterns are common while category III is rare (Jackson et
al., 2011).
Hofmeyr and Lawrie (2012) determined the impact of amnioinfusion on maternal and
perinatal outcomes and fetal heart rate characteristics during a potential umbilical cord
compression. Amnioinfusion entails infusing saline or Lactated Ringers into the uterine cavity
by means of a transcervical catheter or transabdominally through a spinal needle. It is used as a
therapeutic means to relieve repetitive variable fetal heart rate decelerations, which is associated
with cord compression (Hofmeyr & Lawrie, 2012). The study was a randomized trial using the
Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth Group’s Trials Register on October 31, 2011. The
researchers utilized 19 studies that assessed the difference between providing amnioinfusion
versus not providing amnioinfusion during a suspected umbilical cord compression in labor
(Hofmeyr & Lawrie, 2012). The sample included women whose babies had or were at great risk
for fetal heart rate patterns indicative of cord compression. The likelihood for cesarean section
was greatly reduced for suspected fetal distress in the amnioinfusion group (Hofmery & Lawrie,
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2012). In the amnioinfusion group, continuous variable fetal heart rate decelerations were
remarkably less frequent and also resulted in better Apgar scores and umbilical artery pH
(Hofmeyr & Lawrie, 2012).
Simpson and James (2005) determined the efficacy of three common intrauterine
resuscitation techniques utilized in labor. They utilized a prospective study to evaluate the
efficacy of intrauterine resuscitation methods in healthy women during labor from 1966 to
February 2015. The sample consisted of 42 women who were randomized to either a 500
milliliter (ml) or 1000 ml intravenous (IV) fluid bolus over 20 minutes (Simpson & James,
2005). Fifty one women were randomized to different position sequences that included supine
with head of bed elevated 30 degrees, left lateral position for 15 minutes, and right lateral
position for 15 minutes. Lastly, 49 women received 10 liters per minute (L/min) of oxygen via a
nonrebreather face mask for 15 minutes (Simpson & James, 2005). The researchers evaluated
fetal oxygen saturation (FSpO2) before, during, and after resuscitation. The results of the study
showed that a 1000 ml IV fluid bolus had a mean increase of 5.2% in contrast to a 3.7% increase
in FSpO2 (Simpson & James, 2005). Assuming a left lateral position had a 48.3% increase in
FSpO2 compared to a 47.7% increase in supine position. Oxygen administration increased the
FSpO2 and even continued to be beneficial 30 minutes after oxygen was discontinued (Simpson
& James, 2005). The effect of oxygen was greater in fetuses with an oxygen saturation of 40%
compared to those who had a higher oxygen saturation. This study supports IV fluid
resuscitation of 1000 ml, left lateral positioning, and oxygen administration of 10 L/min via
nonrebreather mask as effective measures to increase FSpO2 (Simpson & James, 2005).
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Fetal Malpresentation
Hofmeyr and Kulier (2012) determined the implications of external cephalic version
(ECV) at or near term for breech presentation on pregnancy outcomes through a randomized
control trial. They used the Cochrane Pregnancy and Childbirth Group’s Trials Register to
gather seven clinical trials of 1245 pregnant women with breech-presenting babies at or near
term with no contraindications to ECV. External cephalic version from 36 gestational weeks
decreased the chance of breech presentation and cesarean section (Hofmeyr & Kulier, 2012).
There is also lesser risks associated with cephalic presentation compared to breech. The results
of their study showed a statistically significant reduction in breech birth and cesarean sections,
with a 95% confidence interval, for women who had an ECV (Hofmeyr & Kulier, 2012). The
results of this study reveal that attempting ECV at term decreases the likelihood of non-cephalic
births and cesarean deliveries.
Hutton et al. (2011) examined if performing external cephalic version earlier in
pregnancy increases the rate of successful ECV compared to later in the pregnancy. They used
an unblended multicenter randomized control trial on 1541 women from 68 centers in 21
countries from December 30 2004 to June 25 2008. The sample consisted of women with a
singleton breech fetus with a gestational age of 33 0/7 to 35 5/7 weeks; around 767 of these women
were in the early ECV group and 774 were in the delayed ECV group (Hutton et al., 2011).
They excluded women with known contraindications to ECV, such as abnormal fetal heart
tracing, placental abruption, major life-threatening fetal anomalies, uterine abnormalities, hyperextended fetal head, rupture of membranes, and severe oligohydramnios or hydramnios. The
main outcomes they considered were the rate of cesarean section and preterm birth (Hutton et al.,
2011). The percentage of fetuses in a non-vertex presentation in the early ECV group was 41.1%
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compared to 49.1% in the late ECV group. There were no differences in the rate of cesarean
section between the two groups; however, there was an increased risk of preterm birth in the
early ECV group (6.5%) compared to 4.4% in the delayed ECV group (Hutton et al., 2011). This
study shows that early ECV poses a risk for increased rates of preterm birth.
Multiple Gestation
Barrett et al. (2013) conducted a Twin Birth Study using a randomized control trial from
December 13, 2003 to April 4, 2011 in order to compare the risks on neonatal morbidity of
planned cesarean delivery versus planned vaginal delivery with cesarean only if indicated. The
sample included a total of 2804 women with twin pregnancies with a gestational age between 32
0/7

and 38 6/7 weeks, given that the leading twin was in a cephalic presentation. Outcome data

was available for a total of 1393 women assigned to planned cesarean delivery, and 1392 women
assigned to planned vaginal delivery (Barrett et al., 2013). Central randomization occurred in the
Centre for Mother, Infant, and Child Research at Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre in Toronto
and included other participating centers in 25 countries. A composite of neonatal mortality or
serious neonatal morbidity was considered the primary outcome of the study (Barrett et al.,
2013). The cesarean delivery rate was 90.7% in the planned cesarean delivery group and 43.8%
in the planned vaginal group. The frequency of composite primary outcome was 2.2% in the
planned cesarean delivery group and 1.9% in the planned vaginal delivery group, which shows
no significant difference in the outcome between the two groups (Barrett et al., 2013). The
results showed that in comparison to vaginal delivery, planned cesarean delivery did not
significantly decrease or increase the risk of neonatal morbidity (Barrett et al., 2013).
Wenckus et al. (2014) compared maternal and neonatal outcomes of trial of labor versus
pre-labor cesarean in twin pregnancies. A retrospective cohort study was conducted in 19 US
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hospitals from the Consortium of Safe Labor. The researchers compared maternal and neonatal
outcomes between trial of labor and pre-labor cesarean on a sample of 2225 twin sets over 36
weeks of gestation (Wenckus et al., 2014). The maternal outcomes included abruption,
estimated blood loss, postpartum hemorrhage, transfusion, chorioamnionitis, hysterectomy, ICU
admission, and death. The neonatal outcomes included birth injury, 5-minute Apgar less than 7,
NICU admission, sepsis, asphyxia, and death (Wenckus et al., 2014). Among the 2225 twin sets,
1078 had a trial of labor wherein 65.9% delivered vaginally, which is a relatively high level of
success. There were 1147 women or 51.6% who had a pre-labor cesarean and the total cesarean
rate for the whole cohort was 68.1% (Wenckus et al., 2014). There was an increased risk for
postpartum hemorrhage and blood transfusion for the mother, and a higher risk of birth trauma
and a 5-minute Apgar score of less than 7 for the newborn in the trial of labor group. However,
these incidences were rare and a trial of labor remains a safe option that should be considered for
twin gestations in appropriate cases as deemed by the physician.
A study by Fox et al. (2014) concentrated on women pregnant with twins who attempted
vaginal delivery and the different risk factors for cesarean delivery. They used a cohort study of
286 twin pregnancies over 24 weeks of gestation who attempted a vaginal delivery and delivered
in a tertiary-care academic medical center from June 2005 to February 2014. The
contraindications for vaginal twin delivery included a nonvertex second twin with an
approximated weight of over 20% bigger than the presenting twin, noncephalic second twin
whose weight was less than 1500 grams, and other contraindications such as placenta previa and
previous classic cesarean delivery (Fox et al., 2014). The results showed that women with twin
pregnancies can have a successful vaginal delivery as evidenced by an 82.2% rate of vaginal
deliveries, only 17.8% of cesarean delivery, and no combined vaginal-cesarean delivery. The
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most prevalent risk factors for cesarean delivery were nulliparity, advanced maternal age, and
labor induction, but this population still had a 48.6% chance of vaginal delivery (Fox et al.,
2014).
The objective of the study by Breathnach et al. (2011) was to determine the predicting
factors of vaginal twin birth and the perinatal morbidity linked to mode of delivery. The study
occurred from March 2007 to June 2009 using secondary analysis of data on 971 twin
pregnancies enrolled in the ESPRiT study, which is a multicenter prospective study conducted in
8 academic perinatal centers in Ireland. The inclusion criteria for a trial of labor included
multiparous women of younger age, no prior cesarean delivery, pregnancies in which the
nonpresenting twin had a cephalic presentation (Breathnach et al., 2011). A trial of labor was
attempted in 441 women or 45%, and a successful vaginal delivery occurred in 338 or 77% of
those women. Vaginal breech extraction of the second twin was required in 97 women of the
338 women who had a successful vaginal delivery, with no incidence of head entrapment
(Breathnach et al., 2011). The rate of cesarean delivery for the second twin was only 4%. There
is a high success rate of a safe vaginal delivery with a trial of labor for twin pregnancies and
vaginal breech extraction of the second twin (Breathnach et al., 2011).
Suspected Fetal Macrosomia
Little et al. (2012) explored the likelihood of cesarean delivery through information from
an ultrasound-obtained estimated fetal weight (US-EFW). They used a retrospective cohort
study on ultrasound reports of singleton, term live births at a tertiary care center from October 1,
2009 to September 30, 2010. The 2 study groups included (1) women who had an US-FEW
within 1 month of their delivery date, and (2) women without US-EFW (Little et al., 2012).
Within one month of delivery, 1168 women (50.2%) had an US-EFW. Among the 1168 women,
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540 (46%) had an US-EFW within 1 week of delivery, 276 (24%) had it at 1-2 weeks before
delivery, 179 (15%) had it at 2-3 weeks before delivery, and 173 (15%) had the procedure at 3
weeks to 1 month before delivery (Little et al., 2012). The likelihood of women to deliver by
cesarean was 15.7% if they had a US-EFW compared to 10.2% if they did not have an US-EFW.
In addition, women had a 44% chance of cesarean delivery if they had an US-EFW within 1
month of delivery (Little et al., 2012). Seventeen cesarean deliveries were performed for
suspected fetal macrosomia in the US-EFW group but only 3 among these deliveries had an
EFW of over 5000 grams (Little et al., 2012).
Landon et al. (2009) conducted a randomized control trial to ascertain if the treatment of
women with gestational diabetes can decrease the likelihood of perinatal and obstetric
complications. The sample consisted of 7381 women between 24 to 30 weeks of gestation with
a blood glucose level of 135 to 200 milligrams per deciliter (mg/dl), 1 hour after a 50-gram (g)
glucose loading test. The women who comprised the study sample went on an overnight fast and
completed a blinded 3-hour 100-g oral glucose tolerance test. The researchers defined mild
gestational diabetes mellitus as a fasting glucose concentration less than 95 mg/dl and two or
three timed glucose levels that were over the parameters of: 1-hour (180 g/dl), 2-hour (155
mg/dl), and 3-hour (140 mg/dl) (Landon et al., 2009). They excluded women with a fasting
glucose concentration greater than 95 mg/dl and informed their providers regarding the results.
Women who were in the treatment group (n=485) received either formal nutritional counseling
or diet therapy along with insulin as needed, while women in the control group (n=473) received
usual prenatal care (Landon et al., 2009). In comparison to the control group, the results showed
a significant reduction of large-for-gestational age infants and infants with a birth weight of 4000
g or over in the treatment group. Cesarean delivery was significantly less likely in the treatment
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group versus the control group (26.9% and 33.8%, respectively) (Landon et al., 2009). The body
mass index at delivery and weight gain from enrollment to delivery was also lower in the
treatment group. This study shows that recognition of gestational diabetes mellitus leads to
lower operative deliveries and reduces fetal overgrowth (Landon et al., 2009).
Education for Primary Cesarean Sections
A focus of this thesis is to develop recommendations for patient education for expectant
mothers. This section includes four evidence-based articles that highlight the need for patient
education and how it impacts women’s decisions regarding their care.
Stoll and Hall (2012) studied the association between attending childbirth education
classes and the rates of obstetric interventions. The study was a secondary analysis of survey
data on 624 low-risk pregnant women between 35 and 39 weeks gestation, in British Columbia,
Canada from May 2005 to July 2007 (Stoll & Hall, 2012). Nulliparas who attended childbirth
education classes were less likely to request cesarean surgery prenatally. The rate of cesarean
surgery among nulliparas who did not attend childbirth classes was more than twice (50%) the
national average of primary cesarean sections (Stoll & Hall, 2012). Multiparas who attended
childbirth classes were more than twice as likely to attempt a vaginal birth compared to those
who did not attend classes. Attending prenatal education classes was associated with higher
rates of vaginal births among nulliparas and multiparas, which can serve as a tool in reducing
cesarean sections in low-risk women (Stoll & Hall, 2012).
Simpson, Newman, and Chirino (2010) explored how patient education can influence
women’s decisions for elective inductions through a qualitative study. The setting was at St.
John’s Mercy Medical Center in St. Louis, Missouri. The study found that women viewed
childbirth classes to be helpful, informative, unbiased, and reinforcing of previous information
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because childbirth educators helped them make decisions and choices by providing them with
relevant information (Simpson et al., 2010). The study revealed that pregnant women want to be
fully informed about potential complications of the different processes and procedures during
labor and birth to determine the implications of their decisions (Simpson et al., 2010). Childbirth
classes can be an effective source of information to guide women in their decision-making
process and to affect birth outcomes, and to potentially decrease cesarean section rates (Simpson
et al., 2010).
In her research, Nolan (2009) determined which educational approaches are most
welcomed by women and most helpful to them in learning about labor and birth. She conducted
a systematic survey of peer-reviewed studies utilizing 13 studies from different databases from
1996-2006. The databases used were CINAHL, Medline, and MIDIRS (Nolan, 2009). The
study showed that pregnant women want to be presented with emotionally demanding or
intellectually complex information from a healthcare professional in person (Nolan, 2009).
Pregnant women prefer a learning environment wherein they can ask questions, clarify things,
and relate the information they get into their own situation (Nolan, 2009). Moreover, pregnant
women like to learn about labor and birth with a skilled facilitator that gives adequate
information, makes learning easy to remember, and encourages support from each other (Nolan,
2009).
Blüml et al. (2012) investigated women’s expectations regarding cesarean birth and their
subjective experiences. They used a descriptive cohort study and the setting was in the Division
of Obstetrics and Feto-Maternal Medicine of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology and
the University of Vienna. The women rated their experienced anxiety as higher than their
expected anxiety (Blüml et al., 2012). Before the cesarean, only one fourth of women were able
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to describe the specific steps in cesarean, one half (52.1%) had superficial knowledge of the
procedure, and another 22.9% were not able to describe the process at all (Blüml et al., 2012).
About 83.3% of women expressed anxieties and fears of cesarean birth (Blüml et al., 2012).
Women should be provided with education regarding cesarean sections in order to relieve their
anxieties and to improve the quality of their birth experience.
Conclusion
The articles used in the review of literature discussed the obstetric practices that can
increase the risk for a cesarean section. The articles also discussed the common modifiable
indications for cesarean section and the different approaches that can be employed to prevent
cesarean delivery. The types of studies ranged from systematic reviews to retrospective cohort
studies conducted between 2005 to 2014. The results of the studies revealed that labor
inductions can lead to cesarean section if performed before 39 weeks of gestation and in women
with an unfavorable cervix. Elective cesarean in low-risk pregnancies and those performed
before 39 weeks of gestation are associated with maternal and neonatal morbidities, especially in
subsequent pregnancies. The threshold for the active phase of labor should be considered at 6
cm instead of 4 cm, which is currently considered when active labor begins. In addition, women
should be given ample time to labor before cesarean is performed for labor dystocia, unless
deemed unsafe by the attending provider. Category I and II fetal heart rate patterns are common
and require no intervention or continuous monitoring, respectively. Category III patterns which
require prompt intervention and emergency birth are rare, and certain techniques can be utilized
to relieve nonreassuring fetal heart rate patterns. External cephalic version is an alternative
approach for fetal malpresentation, but should only be performed after 36 weeks of gestation.
Evidence suggests that women with twin pregnancies have a high chance of vaginal delivery,
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and methods can be employed if the second twin is in breech presentation. Women should be
screened for gestational diabetes as identification and treatment can help prevent fetal
overgrowth and reduce the likelihood for a cesarean delivery. Overall, the studies revealed that
cesarean sections are preventable if proper recommendations are followed and if strategies are
employed to make vaginal delivery possible. This of course has to be done on a risk-benefit ratio
after all factors are considered.
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CHAPTER 3
Proposed Best Practice Protocol: Nursing Education for Cesarean Sections
The aim of this protocol is to create evidence-based best practice recommendations to
effectively educate providers and women at risk for a primary cesarean. The best practice
recommendations discussed in this chapter will hopefully allow providers to provide women who
are at risk for a primary cesarean with care and alternative birth options that may prevent risky
obstetric practices, such as primary cesarean section. Education pertaining to the normal course
of labor and the repercussions of primary cesarean can aid women and health care providers to
avoid practices that increase the likelihood of unnecessary first cesarean deliveries (Spong et al.,
2012).
The research articles reviewed in the preceding chapter detail the different obstetric
practices that can precipitate cesarean sections and the different modifiable indications for
cesarean delivery. The likelihood of a vaginal delivery is reduced after induction of labor
compared to spontaneous labor, especially in nulliparous women with an unfavorable cervix.
Hence, in a woman with an unfavorable cervix, induction should not be performed unless there is
clear evidence of maternal or neonatal benefit (Spong et al., 2012). The use of labor induction
should be reserved for medical indications; the woman’s gestational age should be at least 39
weeks and she should have a favorable cervix (Spong et al., 2012). Labor induction should be
used sensibly and well-defined criteria must be satisfied before performing a cesarean section for
a failed induction or failure of labor to progress, in order to prevent numerous unnecessary
primary cesareans. In low-risk pregnancies and those performed prior to 39 weeks of gestation,
elective cesarean section increases the likelihood of adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes
(Tita et al., 2009; Bodner et al., 2011). Subsequent pregnancies are also affected by primary
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elective cesarean sections due to the heightened risk of abnormal placentation such as placenta
previa and accreta (Miller et al., 2013).
There are various recommendations that can be followed before performing a cesarean
section in women who possess obstetric indications for a cesarean section. To address labor
dystocia, the woman can be allowed ample time for normal latent and active phase to progress
during the first and second stage, unless delivery of the baby needs to be expedited for medical
indications (Spong et al., 2012). As stated by ACOG, criteria has to be met in order for dystocia
to be an indication for cesarean; there must be evidence of abnormal labor defined as a
protraction or arrest, and adequate trial of labor for a sufficient duration (Tita, 2012). Based on
the study by Zhang et al. (2010), allowing more time for labor to progress before 6 cm of
cervical dilation may decrease the rate of cesarean deliveries. A woman should be permitted to
continue the labor process as long as the labor is within normal and maternal and fetal conditions
are reassuring (Zhang et al., 2010). Estimation of fetal macrosomia by ultrasound is not always
precise and should not warrant a cesarean section. In cases of gestational diabetes that increase
the risk of fetal macrosomia, prenatal screening and treatment can be done to prevent fetal
overgrowth and consequently reduce the chance of a cesarean section (Landon et al., 2009).
Numerous obstetric techniques can be utilized for the other modifiable indications for
cesarean sections. For fetal distress, various methods can be utilized such as oxygen
administration, left lateral positioning, intravenous fluid administration, and amnioinfusion
(Hofmeyr & Lawrie, 2012; Simpson & James, 2005). Multiple gestations are at higher risk of
adverse perinatal outcomes compared to singletons and planned cesarean section is believed to
reduce this risk. However, in twin pregnancies wherein the first twin is in cephalic presentation,
cesarean section does not significantly reduce or increase the risk of neonatal morbidity or death
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(Barrett et al., 2013). It is important to discuss the safety of vaginal delivery and the chance of a
successful vaginal delivery in women with twin pregnancies (Fox et al., 2013). External
cephalic version done after 36 weeks can correct fetal malpresentation and increase the chance of
a vaginal delivery (Hofmeyr & Kulier, 2012; Hutton et al., 2011).
Nursing Education as an Intervention for Preventing Cesarean Sections
Multiple approaches are necessary to reduce the rate of primary cesarean delivery, which
could subsequently lower repeat cesarean delivery rates (Caughey et al., 2014). From the
nursing perspective, an educational pocket guide outlining evidenced-based recommendations
based on research evidence and recommendations from the American College of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists (ACOG) can be used as an intervention for the safe prevention of primary
cesarean sections. Since nurses are in the forefront of patient care, they are in the best position to
educate women regarding cesarean sections. There is a need for an effective method of nursing
education as pregnant women are not always given adequate information to help them make
informed birth decisions. Nurses have the capacity to influence women’s decisions about
childbirth options by providing education that enable women to make informed choices, and
have a sense of autonomy in their decisions (Hidaka & Callister, 2012). Education pertaining to
the normal course of labor and the repercussions of primary cesarean can aid women and health
care providers to avoid practices that increase the likelihood of unnecessary first cesarean
deliveries (Spong et al., 2012).
According to a study by Stoll and Hall (2012), attending childbirth education classes
decreased the rate of obstetric interventions among expectant mothers. This may be due to the
reason that expectant mothers are more informed about the risks and benefits of the different
obstetric procedures and are able to make more informed decisions. Therefore, women should
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be strongly encouraged to attend childbirth education classes and information regarding the risk
of labor inductions and primary cesarean sections should be included in the classes. In the study
by Simpson et al. (2010), pregnant women want to be fully informed about potential
complications of the different processes and procedures during labor and birth to determine the
implications of their decisions. This information implies that nurses and health care providers
need to be more proactive in providing patient education among expectant mothers to help guide
them in their decision-making. The information from the evidence-based articles detailed in the
literature review can be organized into a pocket guide, which can be used as a tool to educate
nurses and expectant mothers regarding cesarean sections. The recommendations and alternative
approaches outlined in the pocket guide can be utilized by nurses and health care providers as an
intervention to prevent unnecessary obstetric practices in low-risk women and to possibly
prevent the likelihood of a cesarean section (see Tables 2 & 3). Since pregnant women prefer a
learning environment wherein they can ask questions, clarify things, and relate the information
they get into their own situation (Nolan, 2009), the educational pocket guide can also be
incorporated by nurses and childbirth educators into childbirth classes to provide women with
sufficient information that best suits their situation.
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TABLE 2
Best Practice Recommendations for Nursing Education for Cesarean Sections: Obstetric
Practices Leading to Cesarean Delivery
Topic
Labor Inductions

Best Practice Recommendations

References

-Mindful use of labor inductions is
imperative as it can increase both
primiparous and multiparous
women’s risk for a cesarean section.

(Wilson, Effken, & Butler, 2010)

-Nonmedical (elective) inductions, or
inductions performed in the absence
of pregnancy complications, can
increase the chance of maternal
complications, cesarean births, and
neonatal complications.

(Grivell, Reilly, Oakey, Chan, &
Dodd, 2012)

-Elective inductions performed
before 39 weeks of gestation can
increase the incidence of cesarean
sections and infant admission to the
NICU.

(Hoffmire, Chess, Saad, & Glantz,
2012)

-Labor inductions performed in obese
women with an unfavorable cervix
can increase the risk of cesarean
sections and infant admission to the
NICU.

(Wolfe, Timofeev, Tefera, Desale, &
Driggers, 2014)

-Elective inductions performed in
women with an unripe cervix can
lead to cesarean sections and
maternal and neonatal morbidity. The
Bishop score has to be at least an 8
for nulliparas and 6 for multiparas.

(Fisch, English, Pedaline, Brooks, &
Simhan, 2009)

-Oxytocin, the most common drug
(Buchanan, Patterson, Roberts,
used to augment or induce labor, has Morris, & Ford, 2012)
been shown to increase the risk of
cesarean section and severe morbidity
in the newborn.
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Elective
Cesareans

-Elective cesarean performed
before 39 weeks can lead to
adverse neonatal outcomes such
as respiratory complications,
sepsis, and hypoglycemia.

(Tita et al., 2009)

-In low risk pregnancies,
elective cesarean increases the
risk for maternal outcomes such
as wound infections, puerperial
febrile morbidity, blood loss of
greater than 500 ml, longer
hospital admission, and
breastfeeding problems. It also
increases the requirement for
iron supplements, analgesics,
and antibiotics.

(Bodner, Wierrani, Grünberger, &
Bodner-Adler, 2011)

-Primary elective cesarean
delivery increases a woman’s
risk for major maternal
morbidity for every subsequent
pregnancy compared to a trial
of labor.

(Miller, Hahn, Grobman, & Society for
Maternal-Fetal Medicine Health Policy
Committee, 2013)
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Table 3
Best Practice Recommendations for Nursing Education for Cesarean Sections: Common
Modifiable Indications for Cesarean Delivery
Topic
Labor Dystocia

Best Practice Recommendations

References

-Allow women more time to labor (Zhang et al., 2010)
before cesarean section is
performed as labor dilation may
take over 6 hours to progress
from 4 to 5 cm, and 3 hours to
progress from 5 to 6 cm.
-In nulliparas, labor may be slow
before 6 cm dilation but can still
lead to a vaginal delivery with
normal perinatal outcome.

(Zhang et al., 2010)

-Consider cervical dilation of 6
cm as the lower limit for active
phase labor and avoid strategies
for active phase management
prior to this.

(Boyle et al., 2013)

-Upright positioning (sitting,
standing, walking, kneeling,
squatting, and being on all fours)
during the first stage of labor can
shorten the duration of the first
stage by one hour, and is
associated with fewer cesarean
sections.

(Lawrence, Lewis, Hofmeyr,
Dowswell, & Styles, 2009)
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Abnormal or
Indeterminate
Fetal Heart
Tracing

-Identify the correct fetal heart
rate pattern before deciding to
perform a cesarean section.
Category III patterns, which are
abnormal and require immediate
intervention, are rare.

(Jackson, Holmgren, Esplin, Henry, &
Varner, 2011)

-Amnioinfusion with saline or
Lactated Ringer’s for repetitive
variable fetal heart rate
decelerations can help relieve
fetal distress and consequently
reduce the risk of cesarean
delivery.

(Hofmeyr & Lawrie, 2012)

-IV fluid resuscitation of 1000 ml, (Simpson & James, 2005)
left lateral positioning for the
mother, and oxygen
administration of 10 L/min via
nonrebreather mask are effective
measures to increase fetal oxygen
saturation and relieve
nonreassuring fetal heart rate
patterns.

Fetal
Malpresentation
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-External cephalic version can be
an alternative approach in
reversing a breech presentation
and preventing cesarean delivery.

(Hofmeyr & Kulier, 2012)

-External cephalic version should
not be performed prior to 36
weeks of gestation as it can cause
preterm birth.

(Hutton et al., 2011)
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Gestation

-Planned cesarean delivery for
multiple gestation does not
significantly decrease or increase
the risk of neonatal morbidity
compared to vaginal delivery.

(Barrett et al., 2013)

-Trial of labor is a safe option for
twin gestations as deemed
appropriate by the attending
physician.

(Wenckus, Gao, Kominiarek, &
Wilkins, 2014)

-Patients at highest risk for a
cesarean section in twin
gestations (nulliparity, advanced
maternal age, use of labor
induction) still have a nearly 50%
chance of successful vaginal
delivery and can be allowed to
attempt a trial of labor.

(Fox et al., 2014)

-In the case of a breech presenting (Breathnach et al., 2011)
second twin, vaginal breech
extraction is a safe and
considerable option.
Suspected Fetal
Macrosomia

-Fetal weight estimates,
especially when obtained one
month before delivery, can
increase the risk for cesarean
sections.

(Little, Edlow, Thomas, & Smith,
2012)

-Fetal weight estimates are not
always precise and fetal weight of
over 5000 grams is rare.
-During the prenatal period,
screen women for gestational
diabetes mellitus and refer them
for treatment accordingly.
-Treating women with gestational
diabetes mellitus results in
reduced fetal overgrowth and
lower operative deliveries.

(Landon et al., 2009)
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Table 4
Best Practice Recommendations for Nursing Education for Cesarean Sections: Education for
Primary Cesarean Sections
Best Practice Recommendations
-Attending prenatal education classes leads to higher
rates of vaginal births and decreased cesarean
deliveries among nulliparas and multiparas.
-Women want to be fully informed regarding
potential complications of the different processes
and procedures during labor and birth so they can
make informed decisions.
-Women prefer a learning environment wherein they
can ask questions, clarify things, and relate the
information they get into their own situation.

References
(Stoll & Hall, 2012)

(Simpson, Newman, & Chirino, 2010)

(Nolan, 2009)

-Pregnant women prefer to learn about labor and birth
in person, with a skilled facilitator that gives adequate
information, makes learning easy to remember, and
encourages support from each other.

-Educating women is imperative because women have
substantial knowledge regarding cesarean sections.
-Educating women can help relieve their anxieties and
improve the quality of their birth experience.
The best practice recommendations outlined in Table 2
and 3 can be utilized by nurses and certified childbirth
educators in educating women and helping them make
informed decisions regarding their health care.

(Blüml et al., 2012)
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Summary of Proposed Best Practice Protocol
The proposed laminated accordion-fold pocket guide will outline the most relevant
information for nurses to consider, in order to guide their care and prevent unnecessary obstetric
practices that can potentiate a primary cesarean section. The information in the pocket guide can
also be used by providers when educating women about their delivery options so they can make
informed decisions regarding their health care. The pocket guide will outline the different
obstetric practices that can lead to cesarean sections along with corresponding recommendations
to consider, in order to possibly prevent cesarean delivery. In addition, the pocket guide will
also contain recommendations and alternative approaches that can be implemented for the
different modifiable indications for cesarean sections, with the goal of preventing unnecessary
cesarean delivery. The pocket guide is meant to provide comprehensive evidence-based
recommendations that providers can consider before a cesarean section is performed, with the
aim of avoiding unnecessary cesarean sections. The pocket guide will be incorporated in a
workshop for nurses, nurse midwives, and childbirth educators to guide them in caring for
expectant mothers faced with the possibility of a primary cesarean section. It can also be
incorporated in a childbirth education class led by a certified childbirth educator to guide
expectant mothers as they decide on delivery options.
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CHAPTER 4
Implementation and Evaluation
The first part of this chapter will detail the process of implementing an effective
workshop along with creating a supplemental laminated, accordion-fold pocket guide about
evidence-based recommendations for preventing primary cesarean sections. The workshop will
take place at a local birth center and will be attended by labor and delivery nurses, nurse
midwives, and certified childbirth educators. During the workshop, the attendees will utilize the
supplemental pocket guide which will also be available for them to take home and use in the
clinical setting. The pocket guide will provide best practice recommendations in caring for
women who are at risk for a primary cesarean section. In the present day, women who are at risk
for a primary cesarean have substantial knowledge about the risks of the procedure and the
options available to them (Blüml, 2012). By attending a workshop, labor and delivery nurses,
nurse midwives, and certified childbirth educators can be provided with evidence-based
knowledge which they can use to educate expectant mothers so they can make informed
decisions.
The successful implementation of the workshop and pocket guide will apply research on
organizing an effective workshop, making an effective pocket guide, and the use of the theory of
Diffusion of Innovations to implement evidence-based recommendations (Rogers, 2003). The
workshop and the pocket guide will provide the attendees with current evidence-based
information regarding the prevention of primary cesarean sections. The workshop will also
provide the attendees with a chance to ask questions and collaborate with other nurses and
childbirth educators. The content of the pocket guide will be the main focus of the workshop, in
order to ensure that nurses and childbirth educators gain a thorough understanding of the best
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practice recommendations. The implementation section of this thesis will utilize the first four
phases of Everett Roger’s theory of Diffusion of Innovations, namely knowledge, persuasion,
decisions, and implementation (Rogers, 2003).
Following the implementation stage, this chapter will then detail the evaluation of the
best practice protocol. The evaluation stage will address the effectiveness of implementing a
workshop in a local birthing center, as well as the supplemental pocket guide. The last phase of
the theory of Diffusion of Innovations, which is confirmation, will be utilized to discuss the
evaluation process. Lastly, the strengths and limitations of the thesis will be explained, followed
by recommendations for future research regarding primary cesarean sections.
Implementation
Making an Effective Pocket Guide
A pocket reference or a pocket guide is a concise manual detailing certain information or
instruction about a topic (The Free Dictionary, 2009). A pocket guide is an ideal format for the
best practice recommendations since it is concise and can easily be carried in the provider’s
pocket during his/her shift. A well-developed pocket guide will attract the readers and impart
necessary information while inspiring the reader to take action (Pennisi, Gunawan, Major, &
Winder, 2011). The pocket guide will be designed to provide nurses and childbirth educators
with best practice recommendations that they can employ to prevent primary cesarean sections.
A study by Blüml et al. (2012) found that women have substantial knowledge regarding cesarean
sections and about 83.3% of women express anxieties and fears of cesarean birth. The content of
the pocket guide can be utilized by providers in educating women, in order to relieve their
anxieties and help them make the best decisions for their health care. Educating women through
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prenatal classes have also been shown to increase the rates of vaginal deliveries and lower
cesarean section rates (Stoll & Hall, 2012).
The materials or hand-outs used in a workshop should be appealing and interesting so
participants will return to them (Community Tool Box [CTB], 2014). Since the pocket guide
will serve as a reference for the workshop, it should be designed in a way that it is both
informative and attractive to the attendees. It is necessary to use color, organize the content with
outlines or bullets, use pictures, make the content concise, and provide actual material to take
home (CTB, 2014). The color scheme for the pocket guide should be pastel colors, which are
often used in labor and delivery, to make it fit for the topic and more appealing to the attendees.
The content should be organized by having different sections for each obstetric practice that
leads to cesarean sections, as well as the common modifiable indications for cesarean sections.
Pictures can also make the pocket guide more eye-catching, especially because it is meant to be
brought home and used by nurses and childbirth educators in their practice.
The layout of the pocket guide should present a logical pathway through the panels as the
presentation dictates its usefulness to the readers. A common folding option for a pocket guide
is an accordion-fold (Pennisi et al., 2011). The pocket guide must be concise because lengthy
text may not motivate people to read. Furthermore, lengthy text entails more panels which can
also increase cost (Pennisi et al., 2011). The layout of the pocket guide will be a laminated
accordion-fold with five panels back-to-back (refer to Appendix A, Figure A2). Laminating the
pocket guide will make it sturdier and printing back-to-back will allow for lesser panels to
decrease cost. The unit cost for printing one 16x16 laminated, full-color, double-sided pocket
guide is $1.66 at expresscopy.com. The actual size of the pocket guide when it is folded is 4x4,
making it easier to carry around and fit in pockets (refer to Appendix A, Figure A1). For the
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workshop, 50 copies of the pocket guide, which will yield a total cost of $83.00, will be printed
and distributed for the attendees to take home and/or give to their colleagues. A Spanish
translation of the pocket guide will also be available for Spanish-speaking nurses and patients.
The money that will be used to pay for printing will come from donations made to the El Rio
birth center, the site in which the theoretical implementation of this project will take place.
Organizing an Effective Workshop
Workshops are brief, intensive educational programs for a relatively small group of
individuals belonging in a certain field that stresses participation or efforts to solve problems.
Workshops are generally small and include 6 to 15 participants, in order to allow personal
attention to everyone and the opportunity to be heard (Steinert, Boillat, Meterissian, Liben, &
McLeod, 2008; CTB, 2014). From the nursing standpoint, conducting a workshop for a
maximum of 15 nurses, nurse midwives, and certified childbirth educators is one method in the
collaborative effort to address the issue of high cesarean section rates. The first step in
conducting an effective workshop is pre-workshop planning of the content and process of
educational activities (Steinert, 2003). The content of the workshop will focus on the best
practice recommendations outlined in the pocket guide, as well as opportunities for discussion
and questions among attendees. The workshop would theoretically be conducted at the El Rio
Birth and Women’s Health Center located in 5979 E. Grant Road #107, Tucson, Arizona (Birth
& Women’s Health Center, n.d.). Workshops are conducted to demonstrate a new concept or to
discuss the beginning of something new (CTB, 2014). The recommendations in the pocket guide
will serve as the new concept introduced during the workshop in order to begin a new
collaborative effort to prevent primary cesarean sections.
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A medium-length workshop takes 90 minutes to 3 hours. To make the workshop
conducive to learning, activities must be varied and broken up into segments since people begin
to lose concentration after 20-30 minutes (CTB, 2014). The workshop will run from 8:00 am to
11:00 am with two 15-minute breaks in between. It will be facilitated by an expert nurse who is
also a certified childbirth educator who works at the El Rio birth center. During the actual
workshop, the activities will be varied by commencing with guest introductions, distribution of
the pocket guide, and introduction to the problem, followed by a 15-minute break. The second
part of the workshop will focus on the discussion of obstetric practices leading to cesarean
sections and the first two common modifiable indications for cesarean section, followed by a 15minute break. The last part of the workshop will be the discussion of the last three common
modifiable indications for cesarean sections, followed by a session for feedback and evaluation.
Workshops provide an opportunity to pass important ideas and methods on to colleagues.
Participants should be provided with things to take home, such as print copies that contain
relevant information (CTB, 2014). The workshop will be concluded by providing the attendees
with copies of the pocket guide, which they can also give to their colleagues who were not able
to attend. The attendees will be paid by the El Rio birth center for the three hours they will
spend in attending the workshop.
Practical experience and the opportunity to exchange ideas with colleagues fuel more
effective learning (Steinert et al., 2008). During the workshop, the attendees can share and
exchange their thoughts about the best practice recommendations in the pocket guide.
Workshops are used to stimulate change in knowledge, attitudes, and skills (Steinert et al., 2008).
After the workshop is implemented, it will hopefully provide the attendees with knowledge of
the different recommendations to prevent primary cesarean sections and apply this into their
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practice. Workshops boost participants’ prevailing knowledge of concepts, methods, and
techniques (CTB, 2014). Theoretically, the birth center will hold the workshop venue free of
cost, and the expert nurse certified childbirth educator will also facilitate for free. A total of
$150.00 will be allotted to purchase breakfast items and refreshments for the workshop. The
money that will cover the total cost of conducting the workshop and paying the attendees will
come from donations made to the El Rio birth center.
Diffusion of Innovations
Everett Roger’s theory of Diffusion of Innovations will be utilized as the theoretical basis
for the implementation of this best practice protocol in a workshop for nurses, nurse midwives,
and certified childbirth educators. Diffusion is a type of communication wherein new ideas or
innovations are delivered through certain channels gradually among the members of a social
system (Rogers, 2003). Innovation is “an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an
individual or other unit of adoption” (Rogers, 2003, p. 12). The best practice recommendations
contained in the pocket guide serve as the innovation which is meant to be diffused through
channels that include nurses, nurse midwives, and certified childbirth educators. The first four
stages of the theory, which are knowledge, persuasion, decision, and implementation, will be
used for the implementation phase of the protocol (Rogers, 2003). The theoretical
implementation of the workshop and pocket guide will occur at the El Rio Birth and Women’s
Center, which offers prenatal care, gynecological services, pregnancy resources, and childbirth
education classes. The staff is comprised of certified nurse midwives, certified childbirth
educators, a gestational diabetes educator, lactation consultants, and other nurses (Birth &
Women’s Health Center, n.d.).
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Knowledge. The first stage of Diffusion of Innovations is knowledge, which takes place
when an individual is informed of an innovation and learns about its function (Rogers, 2003).
Knowledge will commence when the nurses, nurse midwives, and certified childbirth educators
who will attend the workshop are exposed to the pocket guide and gain understanding of its
purpose. It is necessary for the attendees to recognize that the high rate of cesarean sections is a
problem that needs to be addressed. They also need to understand that the overall increase in
cesarean sections is primarily fueled by the increasing primary cesarean rates. The pocket guide
outlines statistics reflecting the high cesarean rates and its maternal and neonatal implications.
This information will also be reinforced during the first part of the workshop, wherein the
problem is introduced to the attendees. The nurses and childbirth educators also have to be
knowledgeable of the obstetric practices that can lead to cesarean sections and the common
modifiable indications for cesarean sections. Furthermore, they also have to be aware of the
different strategies they can utilize when caring for patients who are at risk for a primary
cesarean section. Adequate knowledge of the problem and strategies that can help solve the
issue is the first step in reducing high cesarean section rates.
Knowledge about the content of the pocket guide is not only limited to nurses and
childbirth educators. Another purpose of the pocket guide is for providers to utilize the content
in educating expectant mothers. In a study by Blüml et al. (2012), expectant mothers were found
to have substantial knowledge about cesarean sections, as evidenced by only one fourth of
women who were able to describe the specific steps in cesarean, one half had superficial
knowledge of the procedure, and others who were not able to describe the process at all.
Providers need to educate pregnant women about cesarean sections in order to prevent pregnant
women from making uninformed decisions. Once the nurses, nurse midwives, and certified
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childbirth educators recognize the relevance of the problem and the need for an intervention, the
persuasion stage can then occur (Rogers, 2003).
Persuasion. The second stage of Diffusion of Innovations takes place when the
individual develops a positive or negative attitude towards the innovation (Rogers, 2003). After
the workshop and distribution of the best practice pocket guide, the attendees can either approve
or disapprove the adoption and implementation of the best practice recommendations. In
deciding whether to favor the intervention or not, the attendees can mentally apply the
innovation before deciding to try it or not (Rogers, 2003). After thorough deliberation, if the
attendees are persuaded to utilize the best practice recommendations in their practice, this would
indicate that they have recognized the problem of high cesarean rates as an issue that needs
intervention. New ideas are linked to a degree of uncertainty, and the individual may try to
search for social reinforcement from others (Rogers, 2003). Since a new idea is introduced, it is
normal for individuals to feel skeptical about adopting the intervention right away. The
advantage of conducting a workshop in conjunction with the pocket guide is that it provides the
individual with an opportunity for discussion with other nurses and childbirth educators.
Persuasion will lead to a change in behavior that is in agreement to an individual’s attitude
(Rogers, 2003). If an individual is not persuaded that the intervention will potentially reduce the
cesarean section rate, she will choose to not implement the recommendations in her practice or
share the information with her colleagues. In contrast, if the individual is convinced that the
intervention can be beneficial in decreasing cesarean rates, she will employ the different
recommendations in order to prevent cesarean sections and persuade her colleagues to adopt the
pocket guide as well.
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Decisions. The decision stage occurs when the attendees engage in initiatives that
approve or reject the innovation (Rogers, 2003). The nurses and childbirth educators would
determine whether or not they will adopt and implement the recommendations in the pocket
guide and conduct more workshops to educate other providers. They will also take into
consideration the cost of printing more pocket guides and conducting more workshops. The El
Rio birth center accepts donations and welcomes volunteers (Birth & Women’s Health Center,
n.d.). If the birth center offers a free venue and if donations are allotted for implementing more
workshops and printing more pocket guides, the cost of implementing the intervention would be
relatively inexpensive. A trial of the innovation is usually made by individuals to determine its
usefulness before actually adopting the innovation (Rogers, 2003). Conducting the first
workshop and distributing the first batch of pocket guides will serve as the trial for nurses and
childbirth educators, in order to determine if the intervention actually makes a difference.
Distribution of the pocket guide to nurses and childbirth educators can also help facilitate the
trial of the innovation, and consequently expedite the adoption process (Rogers, 2003).
Implementation. The implementation stage involves the utilization of the best practice
pocket guide by nurses and certified childbirth educators (Rogers, 2003). During this stage, a
noticeable change in behavior is observed as the intervention is actually put into practice
(Rogers, 2003). Implementing the best practice recommendations will require a change in
behavior among nurses and certified childbirth educators. They will actually abide by the
recommendations and employ the necessary measures to prevent cesarean sections. They will
also be more proactive in educating women about cesarean sections. The implementation stage
will also require more workshops to be conducted and more pocket guides to be distributed, in
order to expand the collaborative effort of reducing cesarean section rates. The implementation
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stage may sustain for an extended period of time and the innovation may reach a point of
becoming institutionalized (Rogers, 2003). If this point is reached, it can indicate that the
intervention is widely accepted and more institutions are adopting the best practice
recommendations in the pocket guide. This also marks the end of the implementation stage and
the confirmation stage commences (Rogers, 2003).
Summary
The implementation of the best practice protocol was developed through research on how
to organize effective workshops, creating an effective pocket guide, and incorporating the theory
of Diffusion of Innovations. Creating an effective pocket guide ensures that the information
regarding the best practice recommendations to prevent primary cesarean sections is
communicated effectively to nurses, nurse midwives, and certified childbirth educators.
Conducting an effective workshop ensures a thorough understanding of the content of the pocket
guide through discussion and feedback, in collaboration with other attendees. The theory of
Diffusion of Innovations provides a theoretical basis to successfully implement the best practice
protocol in different stages. The next part will detail the evaluation process of implementing a
best practice pocket guide to be adopted by nurses and childbirth educators.
Evaluation
The final portion of the best practice protocol is the evaluation of incorporating the
pocket guide into practice. In evaluating the intervention, the confirmation stage of Diffusion of
Innovations will be utilized to determine the effectiveness of the intervention.
Confirmation
The last stage of Diffusion of Innovations, which is confirmation, occurs when the nurses
and childbirth educators seek reinforcement after implementing the best practice pocket guide
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(Rogers, 2003). One way to conduct a preliminary evaluation is by distributing a questionnaire
that attendees can quickly fill out at the end of the workshop that covers areas the facilitator
wants to know about (CTB, 2014). After the discussion/feedback portion of the workshop,
questionnaires will be distributed for nurses and childbirth educators to fill out. The
questionnaires will assess the comfort level of the attendees in using the best practice
recommendations and if they are willing to incorporate this into their practice. The results of the
questionnaires will be reviewed by the certified childbirth educator to determine the
effectiveness of the workshop, as well as the content of the best practice pocket guide. This will
provide the facilitator with more insight as to what aspects of the workshop and/or the pocket
guide need improvement. After three months, the facilitator will send a secondary questionnaire
to the attendees through electronic mail, to determine if they have incorporated the best practice
recommendations into their practice. The questionnaire will also assess if the adoption of the
pocket guide has made any difference in preventing cesarean sections thus far, and any barriers
in the implementation of the best practice recommendations. The results of the survey will
provide confirmation of the nurses’ and childbirth educators’ decisions to adopt the pocket guide
and incorporate the best practice recommendations into their practice (Rogers, 2003).
Strengths/Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research
One strength of this best practice protocol is the identification of primary cesarean
sections as the main driving force in the high cesarean section rates. The statistics mentioned in
the first chapter indicate the steady increase in cesarean section rates above WHO
recommendations, which justifies the need for an effective intervention. The extensive literature
review covered the numerous obstetric practices that could lead to cesarean sections and the
common modifiable indications to prevent cesarean sections. This thesis compiled current
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research translated into recommendations that could be used by nurses to help reduce cesarean
section rates. Another strength of this protocol is that the recommendations are tailored to be
used by nurses and childbirth educators, who are in the forefront of patient care. The different
recommendations outlined in the protocol can be applied to a wide demographic, and is not only
limited to local birth centers in Tucson. The intervention can also be used by birth centers in
other states or in childbirth education websites.
A limitation of this thesis is that it focuses on primary cesarean sections. Other known
drivers for the increased cesarean rates are repeat cesarean sections and decreased Vaginal Birth
After Cesarean (VBAC) rates. This thesis emphasizes primary cesarean sections because
preventing the first cesarean will consequently prevent repeat cesarean sections and/or the need
for VBAC. However, it would be helpful to know the options available for women who have
had a cesarean section, especially the risks and benefits of attempting a vaginal birth. Another
limitation of this thesis is that it did not include studies regarding pregnancies involving known
congenital anomalies.
A recommendation for future research would be to conduct studies regarding birth
options for women with fetuses with known congenital anomalies. It would be helpful to learn if
cesarean section or vaginal birth is optimal during these situations. Another recommendation for
future research should focus on women’s decision making process regarding their mode of birth
and how much providers can influence their decisions. Once sufficient research has been
conducted in this area, it can potentially provide an opportunity to develop a best practice
protocol for physicians in order to reduce the cesarean section rates, especially because the
problem requires a collaborative approach.
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Summary
This thesis aimed to develop a pocket guide outlining best practice recommendations to
prevent primary cesarean sections. Evidence suggests that current cesarean section rates are
above WHO recommendations, which solidifies the need for an intervention. There are
numerous causes for the increased cesarean rates, but the main driver for this is the increase in
primary cesarean sections. In low risk pregnancies, unnecessary cesarean sections can mean
more harm than good for both the mother and the fetus. An exhaustive literature review detailed
the obstetrical practices that could lead to cesarean sections, common modifiable indications for
cesarean sections, the need for nursing education, and interventions that can be employed to
prevent cesarean sections. The information from the literature review served as the basis for
developing a pocket guide containing best practice recommendations to prevent primary
cesarean sections, which will be incorporated in the proposed workshop. The evaluation of the
protocol would provide insight into the comfort level among nurses, nurse midwives, and
certified childbirth educators in implementing the best practice recommendations. Furthermore,
it will also provide insight if the intervention has made a difference with regards to efforts in
trying to prevent a cesarean section. In conclusion, the implementation of the best practice
protocol will be the initiative taken by nurses in the collaborative effort to decrease cesarean
section rates.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Actual Size of Pocket Guide Panels
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Figure A2. Best Practice Pocket Guide (not actual size)
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